We study the uniform convergence rate of the nonparametric maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) for the sub-distribution functions in the current status data with competing risks model. It is known that the MLE have L 2 -norm convergence rate O P pn´1 {3 q in the absolutely continuous case, but there is no arguments for the same rate of uniform convergence. We specify conditions for the uniform convergence rate O P pn´1 {3 log 1{3 nq of the MLE for the sub-distribution functions of competing risks on finite intervals. The obtained result refines known uniform convergence rate in the particular case of current status data. The main result is applied in order to get the uniform convergence rate of the MLE for the survival function of failure time in the current status rightcensored data model.
Introduction
We study a current status data with K competing risks. The competing risks data is given as a sample from the bivariate distribution pX, Y q, where X is a failure time variable and Y P t1, . . . , Ku is the corresponding failure cause. We assume that the failure time is not observed exactly, but at some random inspection time T . The current status observation with competing risks is pT, ∆q, where ∆ " p∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ K`1 q, ∆ k " 1 I tXďT,Y "ku for k " 1, . . . , K, and ∆ K`1 " 1 I tXąT u . The observed data is a sample from the distribution pT, ∆q. The primary targets of statistical analysis are the sub-distribution functions F 1 , . . . , F K of the competing risks, F k pxq " PpX ď x, ∆ k " 1q, k " 1, . . . , K. The current status right-censored data is the special case of the current status data with two competing risks. Let the failure time T˝be subject to random censoring by a random variable U˝. The event time X " T˝^U˝is not observed exactly, but in a random inspection time T . If both failure and censoring times fall before the observation time a current status of participant at the event time can assumed to be observed or not observed. The most interesting case of observed current status after censoring we call the current status interval rightcensored data. The current status interval right-censored observation is pT, ∆q, where ∆ 1 " 1 I tT˝ďU˝ďT u , ∆ 2 " 1 I tU˝ăT˝ďT u and ∆ 3 " 1´∆ 1´∆2 " 1 I tXąT u . Unlike the current status data with competing risks model, the primary target of interest now is the survival function S of failure time T˝.
The current status data [15] is the particular case of the current status data with competing risks under K " 1, as well as the particular case of the current status right-censored data under U˝" 8. The nonparametric maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) for the current status data can be obtained as a solution of the isotonic regression model [2] using Convex Minorant Algorithm. Alternatively, the MLE can be obtained by the EM-algorithm [14, 15] . Asymptotic behavior of the MLE at any fixed point studied in [3, 4, 9] . Groeneboom and Wellner [9] (see also [4] ) discussed wide range of asymptotic results on the MLE. Particularly, the uniform rate of convergence for the MLE of the failure time distribution function is obtained in Groeneboom and Wellner [9, Lemma 5.9] .
The MLE and the nonparametric pseudo likelihood estimator (PLE) of parameters for the current status data with competing risks, and the EM-algorithms to get the estimators are given by Hudgens, Satten and Longini [10] . Another naïve (ad-hoc) estimator is discussed in [11] , as well as the MLE. Consistency and rate of convergence results for the MLE are obtained in [7] , and weak convergence results are given in [8] . The current status data model with two competing risks is a baseline statistical model for the current status interval right-censored data model. Then the distribution of failure time is restored from the baseline parameter using the product-limit method. Consistency and the rate of convergence in total variance of the corresponding MLE, PLE and the naïve estimators for the survival function of failure time in the current status right-censored data model are obtained in [13] .
In this work we focus on the uniform rate of convergence of the MLE for the distributions of competing risks. The obtained uniform convergence rate will be used to improve the rate of convergence result in [13] . The MLE of the competing risks distributions in the current status data with competing risks model and the corresponding estimate of the survival function of failure time for the current status right-censored data are described in Section 2. In Section 3 we discuss the uniform convergence rate of the MLE for competing risks distribution functions and the corresponding survival function of failure time in the current status right-censored data model. Main proofs are given the last Section 4, and a technical lemma is postponed to Appendix.
The maximum likelihood estimate
In this section we study the likelihood function in the current status data with competing risks model and discuss the MLE for the distribution functions of the competing risks as well as the MLE for survival functions of failure time in the current status right-censored data model.
Assume that the competing risk pX, Y q is independent of the observation time T . Let pT i , ∆ i q, where ∆ i " p∆
. . , n, be a sample from the distribution pT, ∆q; F be the set of K-tuples F " pF 1 , . . . , F K q of subdistribution functions (non-negative nondecreasing grounded at 0 cadlag) with F`" ř K k"1 F i ď 1; pF 01 , . . . , F 0K q P F be the true sub-distribution functions of the competing risks; γ k " suptx :
The log-likelihood function for the current status data with competing risks is following:
whereδ " 1´ř K k"1 δ k , and P n is the empirical measure of the sample pT i , ∆ i q, i " 1, . . . , n. Let T p1q ď . . . ď T pnq be the order statistics of the sample T 1 , . . . , T n and ∆ p1q , . . . , ∆ pnq , where ∆ piq " p∆
. . , n, be the corresponding concomitants. Denote F n is the set of K-tuples of sub-distribution step functions pF n1 , . . . , F nK q: F nk has jumps on the set of observation times tT piq : ∆ k piq " 1u and
The characterization of the MLE p F n due to Groeneboom, Maathuis and Wellner [7, Corollary 2.10] . The p F n is maximizes LL n over the set of functions
with the equality holds if s is a point of increase of p F nk and s ą T pnq , where
. Moreover, β n ě 0, and β n " 0 iff there exists an observation T i " T pnq , such that ∆ 
and at each jump-point τ nk ă T pnq of p [6] , Section 7.5) based on the characterization of the MLE for current status data with competing risk in (2.2). Alternatively, the MLE for the parameter F can be obtained by applying the support reduction algorithm [5] realized in the R-package MLEcens [12] . In order to create the MLE p S n for the survival function of failure time T˝in the current status right-censored data model one can apply the reconstruction formula (2.5) with p p F n1 , p F n2 q instead of pF 01 , F 02 q.
The uniform convergence rate
In this section we discuss the uniform convergence rate of the MLE for the current status data with competing risks. Moreover, we obtain the uniform convergence rate for the survival function of failure time in the current status right-censored data model as an application of the result for current status data with competing risks. We will slightly abuse notation by using the same symbol for a non-decreasing function and the induced Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure. Particularly,
i"1 F k pwq δ k , and P " tL F : F P Fu. Introduce the Hellinger distance between two functions p 1 P P and p 2 P P as
where µ " Gˆν 1ˆ. . .ˆν K , G is the distribution of T , and ν 1 , . . . , ν K are the counting measures on t0, 1u. We also use notations 
but there is no arguments for the same rate of uniform convergence. In the particular case of interval censored data the uniform convergence rate Opn´1 {3 log nq obtained by Groeneboom and Wellner [9, Lemma 5.9]. Groeneboom, Maathuis and Wellner [7, Theorem 4.10] show that under continuously differentiable F 0k and G with bounded away from zero derivatives at some fixed point t 0 , there exists a constant r ą 0 such that
where v n ptq " n 1{3 1 I ttďn´1 {3 u`n p1´βq{3 |t| β 1 I ttąn´1 {3 u for t ą 0 and some β P p0, 1q. The uniform convergence rate O P pn´p 1´βq{3 q of the MLE p F n to the parameter F 0 on any interval rγ´, γ`s, such that F 0k P p0, 1q, k " 1, . . . , N , and G P p0, 1q both are continuously differentiable with bounded away from zero derivatives on the interval, then follows immediately, but it does not imply the uniform convergence in a neighborhood of point 0. The main result of this work is following.
In the particular case of interval censored data (K " 1) we use the notations F 0 is the true distribution function of failure time and p F n is the corresponding MLE. The refined uniform rate of convergence result for the MLE in the interval censored data model is given in the following corollary.
Corollary 3.1. Let K " 1, and the conditions of Theorem 3.1 hold uniformly for all γ ă γ`. Then
{3 log 1{3 nq. The L 1 pGpr0, γsqq-norm rate of convergence result for the MLE of the survival function S in the current status right-censored data model obtained by Malov [13] . Here we apply Theorem 3.1 in order to get the same rate of uniform convergence on the interval r0, γs.
Corollary 3.2. Let G is absolutely continuous; S˚ă ă G, Q˚ă ă G and ε ď dSd G , dQd G ď 1{ε on the interval r0, γs for some ε ą 0 and γ ă γ`, where S˚" 1´S and Q˚" 1´Q. Then
Proofs
In order to prove Theorem 3.1 we need several auxiliary results. The following local convergence result is quite different to Groeneboom, Maathuis and Wellner [7, Theorem 4.10] , but its proof is very similar.
Lemma 4.1. Let 0 ď F 0`p t 0 q ă F 0`p 8q; G and F 0k , k " 1, . . . , K, be continuously differentiable at t 0 with positive and bounded away from zero derivatives in a neighborhood V r pt 0 q for some r ą 0, where V r pt 0 q " pt 0´r , t 0`r q if F 0`p t 0 q ą 0, and V r pt 0 q " pt 0 , t 0`r q if F 0`p t 0 q " 0. Then there exists a constant r ą 0, such that
Let τ nk1 ă . . . ă τ nkm k be the successive jump points of p F nk . Taking account of p F nk ptq " p F nk pτ nki q for all t P rτ nki , τ nk,i`1 q we get from (2.3) that for all s ă T pnq , for any point of jump τ nk of p
with the equality holds if s is a point of jump of p F nk . The inequality (4.2) is applicable to obtain the local uniform rate of convergence result for any point t 0 ă γ, unlike (2.3), which is not applicable under F 0`p t 0 q " 0.
In order to prove Lemma 4.1 we are following Groeneboom, Maathuis and Wellner [7, proof of Theorem 4.10] with another rate of convergence a n " n´1 {3 log 1{3 n (instead of v n ptq in Groeneboom, Maathuis and Wellner [7] , equation (31)) and another martingales
(instead of Groeneboom, Maathuis and Wellner [7] , equation (18)). The following lemmas precedes the proof of Lemma 4.1.
Lemma 4.2. Let γ ă γ`be a fixed constant. Then under the conditions of Lemma 4.1, at each jump point τ nk of p
for all s ă T pnq and t ą T p1q , where sup t,sPVr pt0q:tăs p|R nk pt, sq|q " O P pn´2 {3 q for all k " 1, . . . , K and some r ą 0.
Proof. Taking into account (4.3) the left hand side of (4.2) can be rewritten as M nk prτ n,i , sqq´I n pτ n,i , sq, where
and I n pt, sq " I p1q n pt, sq`I p2q n pt, sq, where
and
Moreover, I p1q n pt, sq " ş rt,sq p p F nk puq´F 0k puqqdGpuq`ρ p1q pt, sq`ρ p2q pt, sq, where
dGpuq`ρ p3q pt, sq`ρ p4q pt, sq, where
Hence, R nk pt, sq " ρ p1q pt, sq`ρ p2q pt, sq`ρ p3q pt, sq`ρ p4q pt, sq.
Note that E ş t 0δ dP n pt, δq "
Therefore, ρ p1q pt, sq " O P pn´2 {3 q uniformly for all t, s P V r pt 0 q: t ă s. Similarly, we obtain ρ p3q pt, sq " O P pn´2 {3 q, and ρ p2q pt,
{3 q follows immediately from (3.1) by van de Geer [16, Lemma 5.13]. Hence, sup t,sPVr pt0q:tăs |R nk pt, sq| " O P pn´2
{3 q for some r ą 0. Finally, (2.3) implies (4.4), and (2.4) implies (4.5). The lemma is proved. 
where a n " n´1 {3 log 1{3 n and
Proof. In order to prove (4.6) we set t n0 " s n´M a n and J nq " rt nq , t n,q´1 q, where t nq " t 0´n´1 {3 q, q " 1, . . . , q nrM , and q nrM : t n,jnrM R V r pt 0 q. Then the left hand side of (4.6) is bounded above by
(4.8)
Introduce for each θ ą 0 the reverse submartingale exp`nθ ş rt,snq dM nk˘f or t ă s n with respect to the filtration F t " tpT i , ∆ i q, i " 1, . . . , n : T i ě tu. By Doob's submartingale inequality we obtain that F0,K`1pT q . Using the exponential series, Epζ nk pT, ∆q|T q " 0 and logp1`xq ď x we obtain that the right hand side of the last equation is exp ! n log´1`E1 I rtnj,snq pT q
where f n px, c 1 , c 2 q " 2 pc2´c1q
c1 |Epζ nk pT, ∆q|T " uq|dGpuq. Since ζ nk pT, ∆q given T is bounded uniformly on T P V r pt 0 q and x Þ Ñ f n px, c 1 , c 2 q is a continuous and strictly monotone increasing in x function, there exists unique solution x c1,c2 of the equation xf n px, c 1 , c 2 q " bpc 2´c1 q and x c1,c2 ď bpc 2´c1 q 2 M ş c2 c1 |Epζ nk pT, ∆q 2 |T " tq|dGptq. Choosing pc 1 , c 2 q " pt nq , s n q we obtain that q-th summand in (4.8) is bounded above by exp´´1 2 nx tnq,sn bps n´tn2¯ď exp`´nd 2b ps n´tn3˘,
{3 and pM a n`q n´1 {3 q 3 ě pM a n q 3`q3 {n we obtain that exp`´nd 2b ps n´tn3˘ď expp´d 2b M 3 log nq expp´d 2b q 3 q.
Hence, (4.6) holds with d 1 " ř 8 q"1 expp´d 2b q 3 q. The inequality (4.7) can be obtained analogously by using the similar grid t nq on the right of the point t 0 " s n`M a n and applying Doob's submartingale inequality to the submartingale exp`´nθ ş rsn,tq dM nk˘f or t ě s n with respect to the filtration Ft " tpT i , ∆ i q, i " 1, . . . , n : T i ď tu. The lemma is proved.
We continue with the proof of Lemma 4.1.
Proof of Lemma 4.1. In order to prove the lemma we are actually mimics arguments used in [7, proof of Theorem 4.10], so we just mention crucial points in our proof. Let a n " n´1 {3 log 1{3 n. We focus on the case of F 0`p t 0 q " 0, which is not covered in [7] . In this case, F 0`p t`M a n q ď F 0`p tq`2M F 1 0`p t 0`q a n and F 0`p t´M a n q ě F 0`p tq´2M F 1 0`p t 0`q a n for all t P pt 0 , t 0`r q under sufficiently small r. Then it is sufficient to prove that for any ǫ ą 0 there exist n 0 and M ą 0, such that P`Dt P pt 0 , t 0`r q : p F n`p tq R rF n`p t´M a n q, F n`p t`M a n qq˘ă ǫ (4.9)
for all n ą n 0 . Note that the first jump point τ nk1 of p F nk is the minimal T i with ∆
Assume for a moment that F 0k " G for all k " 1, . . . , K. Then
.
Therefore, Ppm k ą mq Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8, if n 1{2 {m Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8 and the density function dF nk dG is bounded. Set m " mpnq " n 1{2 log n. Note that
pn`1q 2 pn`2q " Opn´2 log nq for the uniform order statistics T u piq " GpT piq q, i " 1, . . . , n. Then applying the Chebishev's inequality we obtain that for any fixed c ą 0, PpT
as n Ñ 8. Taking account of G 1 pt 0`q ą ε we conclude that PpT pm k q ă t 0`n´1 {3 q " Ppτ n,1 ă t n,1 q Ñ 1 as n Ñ 8. Now, applying Lemma 4.2 and [7, Proposition 3.3] we obtain that for any ǫ ą 0 there exists C ą 0, such that PpB nrC q ě 1´ǫ{2 for sufficiently large n almost sure, where
We split the interval rt 0 , t 0`r q to the subintervals I n,j " rt n,j , t n,j`1 q for j " 0, . . . , rrn 1{3 s, where t n,j " t 0`j n´1 {3 and prove that P`Dt P I n,j : p F n`p tq R rF 0`p t´M a n q, F 0`p t`M a n qq, B nrC˘ă p j,M , (4.10)
P`Dt P pt 0 , t 0`r q : p F n`p tq R rF 0`p t´M a n q, F 0`p t`M a n qq, B nrC˘ď ÿ 8 j"0 p j,M , and ř 8 j"0 p j,M ă ǫ{2 under sufficiently large M . First, we consider P`Dt P I n,j : p F n`p tq ě F 0`p t`M a n q, B nrC˘ď PpAǹ jM , B nrC q,
where Aǹ jM " t p F n`p t n,j`1 q ě F 0`p s njM qu and s njM " t n,j`M a n . Let τń kj be the last jump point of F nk before t n,j`1 , k " 1, . . . , K. On the event B nrC these jump points exists and τń kj P rτ nk1 , t n,j`1 q. Hence, in notations of Lemma 4.2, PpAǹ jM , B nrC q can be rewritten as follows:
(4.11)
Note that ż rt,sq
Using CauchySchwarz inequality and (3.1) we obtain that |ρpt, sq| is bounded above by
(4.12) Then (4.11) can be rewritten as follows:
where sup t,sPVrpt0q:tăs p|Rn k pt, sq|q
Aǹ jM implies Ť n k"1 t p F nk pt n,j`1 q ě F 0k ps njM qu, and for each k P t1, . . . , Ku,
On the event t p F nk pt n,j`1 q ě F 0k ps njM qu applying p F nk ptq´F 0k ptq ě F 0k ps njM q´F 0k ptq and bounded away from zero property for the derivatives F 1 0k ptq_G 1 ptq ě 1{ε for all t P rτń kj , s njM q, we obtain that ş rτń kj ,snjM q p p F nk ptqF 0k ptqqdGptq ě bps njM´τń jk q 2 for some b ą 0 and all k " 1, . . . , K. Hence, the probability in (4.13) is bounded above by
On the event in (4.15) there exists an l P 1, . . . , K such that p F nl pt n,j`1 q ď F 0l ps njM q and p F nk pt n,j`1 q ą F 0k ps njM q for all k: τń kj ą τń lj . Then the probability in (4.15) is bounded above by
Applying Lemma 4.3 for each k " 1, . . . , K we obtain from (4.6) that there exists positive constants d 11 and d 12 , such that the sum in (4.14) is bounded above by d 11 expp´d 12 M 3 log nq. Slightly remaking Groeneboom, Maathuis and Wellner [7, proof of Lemma 4.14] we get the upper bound d 21 expp´d 22 M 3 log nq for the probability in (4.16) with some positives d 21 and d 22 (full proof of the bound is given in Appendix, Lemma A.1). Hence, there exists d1 and d2 such that PpAǹ jM , B nrC q ď d1 expp´d2 M 3 log nq. The required bound PpAń jM , B nrC q ď d1 expp´d2 M 3 log nq, where
Ań jM " t p F n`p t n,j`1 q ď F 0`p sn jM qu and sn jM " t n,j`1´M a n can be obtained similarly. Then we get (4.10), which implies together with PpB nrC q ą 1´ǫ{2 the inequality (4.9).
In order to prove the lemma for t 0 : F 0`p t 0 q ą 0 we can split the problem and get the required uniform convergence rate separately over the right hand side rt 0 , t 0`r q and over the left hand side pt 0´r , t 0 q of the neighborhood V r pt 0 q for some r ą 0. Moreover, the event B nrC should be changed to its two-sided form B nrC " each of F nk , k " 1, . . . , K, has at least one jump in pt 0`r , t 0`2 rq and at least one jump in pt 0´2 r, t 0´r q, t 0`2 r ă T pnq ,
The rest of the proof for the right hand side is analogous to the case of F 0`p t 0 q " 0, and the proof for the left hand side is symmetric to the right hand side one. In the last case the key to the proof is the inequality (4.7). Alternatively, one can follow Groeneboom, Maathuis and Wellner [7, proof of Theorem 4.10 with v n ptq " n´1 {3 log 1{3 n]. The lemma is proved.
Lemma 4.4. Under the conditions of Lemma 4.1 there exists a constant r ą 0, such that for any k P t1, . . . , Ku
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, for any point t 0 P r0, Gpγqs there exists a constant r ą 0, such that sup tPVr pt0q | p F n`p tq´F 0`p tq| " O P pn´1 {3 log 1{3 nq. Taking account of r0, Gpγqs is a compact set we obtain that sup tPr0,γs
Then for any ǫ ą 0 there exist an n 0 and C˚ą 0, such that PpD nC˚q ą 1´ǫ{4 for all n ě n 0 , where D nC˚" } p F n`´F0`}r0,γq ď C˚n´1 {3 log 1{3 n ( . Moreover, for any ǫ ą 0 and C ą 0 there exists an r ą 0, such that PpB nrC q ą 1´ǫ{4 under sufficiently large n. Therefore, in order to prove the lemma it is sufficient to show that under PpD nC˚q^P pB nrC q ą 1´ǫ{4 for each k P t1, . . . , Ku,
, where V r p0q " p0, rq, and V r ptq " pt´r, t`rq if t ą 0.
Let Aǹ jkM " t p F n`p t n,j`1 q ě F 0`p s njM qu, where s njM " t n,j`M a n and t n,j " t 0`j n´1 {3 as in Lemma 4.1. Analogously as in (4.13) we can write PpAǹ jkM , B nrC , D nC˚q as follows: 17) where sup t,sPVr pt0q:tăs p|Rn k pt, sq|q " O P pn´2 {3 _ n´1 {3 ps´tq 3{2 q and τń kj is the last jump point of p F nk before t n,j`1 . On the event Aǹ jkM using similar arguments as in Lemma 4.1 we obtain that ş rτń kj ,snjM q p p F nk ptq´F 0k ptqqdGptq ě b˚ps njM´τń jk q 2 for some b˚ą 0. On the other hand, 
Under the case of t 0 ą 0 the upper bound
as M Ñ 8 can be obtained analogously. The lemma is proved.
We continue with the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. First we use the Smirnov's transformation to the observation time T , and consider the sample pX The theorem is proved.
Proof of Corollary 3.1. We lose no generality in assuming that G is the standard uniform distribution U p0, 1q. Otherwise, we apply Smirnov's transformation as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. In order to prove the corollary it will be sufficient to derive that (4.1) holds under V r " p1´r, 1q with some r ą 0.
Under the right-censored data (F n " F n`) both the inequalities (2.3) and (2.4) with the equality holds if τ n,j is a jump point of p F n remain correct for all s ą 0. Note that the last jump point of the MLE is not uniquely defined if ∆ pnq " 0. Let τ n,max " maxtT i : ∆ i " 0u, for which p F n pτ n,max q ă 1. Applying Yang [17] we obtain that
Gpt m q n´m 1 I ttmď...ďt1u dGpt 1 q¨¨¨dGpt m q, wherem " maxti : ∆ piq " 0u. Hence, Pp∆ pnq " 0q Ñ 0 and PpT pm k q ą 1´n´1 {3 q Ñ 1 as n Ñ 8. Similarly as in Lemma 4.2 we obtain that for any jump point τ n,i of p F n and all s ą 0, ż
with sup 1´2rďtăsď1 p|R n pt, sq|q " O P pn´2 {3 q for some r ą 0, where
Now using arguments similar to the proof of Lemma 4.1 (left hand side case) we conclude that (4.1) holds under V r " p1´r, 1q with some r ą 0. Applying Lemma 4.1 for other points in r0, 1q we obtain the rate of uniform convergence O P pn´1 {3 log 1{3 nq on the interval r0, 1s. The corollary is proved.
Proof of Corollary 3.2. By the reconstruction formula (2.5) and the Duhamel equation (see e.g. Andersen et al. [1] ),
Note that p S n pu´q{p1´p F n`p u´qq " 1{ p Q n pu´q is a non decreasing function, and
Using the integration by parts formula we have
for a positive constant M n ě p1´p F n`p γqq´1. Applying Theorem 3.1 together with consistency of the estimator p F n`a nd F 0`p γq ă 1 we obtain (3.2). The corollary is proved. Note that for any fixed l, l˚: l ď l˚under τń 1j ď . . . ď τń Kj the right hand side of the last inequality is bounded above by The same bound for the probability left hand side of (A.1) holds under τń σ1j ď . . . ď τń σK j for any permutation σ " pσ 1 , . . . , σ K q of the indices p1, . . . , Kq. Finally, applying Lemma 4.2 for each l, l˚and σ several times and conbinig results by the total probability formula we get (A.1). The lemma is proved.
